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Place-names are a record of human interaction with the environment.

Some Scottish place-names are over 2000 years old, many were

coined about 1000 years ago, while others are as recent as yesterday.

They speak, in several languages, of lost landscapes, flora and fauna,

of agriculture and stock-rearing, of battles and of ghosts; they speak

of social interactions, places where open-air courts and assemblies

met, and places which were in dispute. They give us unique

information about how the land was divided up, who held the land,

and where ancient boundaries ran. But the group of place-names

which concerns us in this paper are those which were set apart for

ecclesiastical purposes: churches, sanctuaries, hermitages, and the

lands which supported them.

There can be no doubt that the coming of Christianity, in its

various forms, and from various directions, had a deep impact on
peoples and kingdoms which made up what is now Scotland. We see

this influence expressed in different ways: in writings, in sculpture, in

traditions. We also see it in place-names. There is not a parish in

Scotland which does not have at least one place-name which could be
called ecclesiastical. Some of these names may date from the very
early Christian period, such as the place-names containing *egles

“church” coined by Cumbric and Pictish speakers; overlapping with
these, at least in Pictland, and coined by Gaelic-speakers, we have
those names containing till, an Old Irish word for “church”; while in

the later medieval or early modern period, we find place-names with
such Scots words as kirk or manse}

There are several different kinds of ecclesiastical names,
reflecting the different aspects of the church. They can be divided
roughly into six categories:

1. Places set aside for worship, usually a church or a chapel,
as well as for other rites of the church, such as baptism and
burial.

It should be pointed out, however, that the word kirk makes its first appearance in
Scottish place-names coined not by speakers of Scots, but by speakers of Old Norse.



2. Places where the men and women who staffed and managed
the church lived, either together in communities, or

individually, including hermitages.

3. Places set aside for sanctuary, usually a space surrounding a

church.

4. Places whose income supported the Church in all its

multifarious activities.

5. Places containing names of saints, or allusions to incidents

in their lives.

6. Places “to which some religious quality or blessedness was

agreed to belong”.
2

In 1904 a whole book was devoted to the subject of place-names

and the medieval church: J.M. MacKinlay’s The Pre-Reformation

Church and Scottish Place-Names. It remains the most comprehensive

treatment of the subject, and although it should always be checked

against later work, it is a rich quarry of useful examples, and deserves

more attention than it now receives. As regards Scots place-name

elements relating to the church, it has never been surpassed.

However, the starting point for any analysis of the ecclesiastical

place-name elements derived from Gaelic must be W.J. Watson’s

chapter IX (244-69) in his monumental History of the Celtic Place-

names ofScotland first published in 1926.

Together these two works identify at least 55 elements which

relate to the church, in all the languages of Scotland. I have included

these in Appendix 1. It does not claim to be exhaustive, but it does

give a good indication of the breadth and variety of the subject.

Many scholars have since built upon the foundations laid by

MacKinlay and Watson, and Appendix 2 consists of a list of relevant

articles and books of particular importance.

The remainder of this paper concentrates on the first of the six

above-mentioned categories of ecclesiastical place-names: places set

aside for worship, usually a church or a chapel. There are around

2
G.W.S. Barrow, “The Childhood of Scottish Christianity: a Note on Some Place-

Name Evidence”, Scottish Studies , 27 (1983), 2.
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1,100 medieval parishes in Scotland,
3
and 110 of these contain the

element till.
4

This makes it by far our commonest parish-name

element. Cill is originally the dative of an Old Irish word cell, itself a

borrowing from Latin cella, which in Classical Latin meant “room in

a building”, one of its special applications being to a shrine of a deity

within a pagan temple. It developed various meanings within a

Christian context, including that of church, which seems to be its

exclusive meaning in Scottish place-names. Although it remained

productive in western Scotland into the later middle ages, there is

good evidence that the A77-names in eastern Scotland were in

existence by the mid-eighth century, and show close links with the

important Columban centre of Iona.
5

Several of the languages of Scotland borrowed the Latin word

ecclesia “church”, which in turn gave rise to a group of place-names.

In an important article published in 1983 Geoffrey Barrow argued that

place-names containing the Cumbric and Pictish reflex of this word

( *egles), which often appears as “Eccles”, could be as old as the fifth

century.
6
As he himself states, it is not necessary to suppose that all

the 25 Eccles-names were formed before c.500 AD, and his upper

date-range of c. 800 for at least parts of Pictland is often conveniently

ignored. I would in fact argue that only the Eccles-names in the

Cumbric-speaking regions of southern Scotland are early (pre-650),

while within this group it is likely that the simplex-names i.e. those

For a full list, see I.B. Cowan, The Parishes of Medieval Scotland (Scottish

Record Society, 1967). They are mapped and listed in Atlas of Scottish History to

1707, edd. P.G.B. McNeill and H.L. MacQueen (Edinburgh, 1996), 347-60.

In the great majority of cases it appears in initial position, anglicised as Kil-.

However, in a few cases it appears in final position, where it has been so transformed
(by reduction and/or assimilation) as to be no longer recognisable e.g. Fortingall PER
(Forterkil 1214x49); Burghill by Brechin ANG (Botherkill c.1250); Methil FIF
(Methkil 1207); Fettykill (now Leslie) FIF (Fithkil c. 1 175); Bunkle BWK (Bonekilie
1 173x1 178; Bonkel 1275). All these examples were medieval parishes.

For a full discussion of this, see S. Taylor, “Place-names and the Early Church in

Eastern Scotland”, in Scotland in Dark Age Britain, cd. B.E. Crawford (Aberdeen,
1996), 93-110. For further discussion, see also S. Taylor, “Seventh-century Iona
abbots in Scottish place-names”, Innes Review, 48, no.l (1997), 45-72, especially 50-

6
G.W.S. Barrow, “The Childhood”.
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containing only “Eccles”, without a specific or qualifying element

consisting of a saint’s name, are the earliest of all.
7

Crossing the Forth into Pictland, we should not be seduced by the

potentially very early nature of Eccles-names south of the Forth to the

extent that we forget Barrow’s statement that they could have been

coined as late as 800. I would argue that many Eccles-names in

Pictland are more a testimony to a mature Pictish church than to any

very early missionary activity emanating from southern Scotland.

Early missionary work must, of course, have taken place, resulting in

the very first traces of Christianity in Fife and Angus, which appear to

be the long-cist cemeteries, some of which may be as early as the fifth
Q m

century. Nor can it be denied that the correlation between some

Eccles-names and long-cist cemeteries north of the the Forth is indeed

striking.
9
However, I would argue that the southern Piets

10
adopted the

Cumbric word *egles as their standard word for “church” at an early

date, and that it continued to generate place-names into the eighth

century.

The fact that some of these place-names are now lost, or are on

sites which even in the later middle ages show no connection with the

church, certainly suggests a very old category of name, as Barrow has

argued." But we should not overstress this lack of ecclesiastical

continuity: out of the 15 place-names in former Pictland with *egles

as a generic (in initial position), seven were churches or chapels in the

To this earliest group would belong - besides Eccles BWK, Eccles, Penpont

DMF, and Eccles STL - Eaglesham RNF, to which the Anglian element ham “home,

settlement” has been added at a later date; and probably also Ecclefechan, Hoddom

DMF, whose second element from Cumbric *bechan “little”, may have been added

several centuries after its original foundation to distinguish it from the later Anglian

minster of Hoddom nearby.
8

See E. Alcock, “Burials and Cemeteries in Scotland”, in The Early Church in

Wales and the West. Recent Work in Early Christian Archaeology,
History and Place-

Names, edd. N. Edwards and A. Lane (Oxford 1992), 125-9. See also E. Proudfoot,

“Excavations at the long cist cemetery on Hallow Hill, St Andrews, Fife, 1975-7”,

Proceedings of the Society ofAntiquaries in Scotland, 126 (1996), 387-454.

9
See S. Foster, Piets, Gaels and Scots (London 1996, reprinted with corrections

1997), 79, for a map which usefully brings together the evidence of Eccles-place-

names, long-cist cemeteries and early Christian inscribed stones.

10
I.e. the Piets south of the Mounth.

1

1

Barrow, “The Childhood”, 6.
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medieval period, and five were church lands.
12
This leaves only three

which have no obvious church connection (see Appendix 3 for a full

list of these).
13

Barrow points out that we must not assume that an *egles +

saint’s name was coined at the same time:

“an early Christian place of worship could attract the

appellation egles before it acquired a particular dedication -

indeed, was very likely to do so”.
14

This may well be true of former Strathclyde and Lothian, where

simplexes occur several times (for which see pp.3-4 and footnote 7

above). However, in Pictland there is not a single example of a

simplex, and it is therefore more plausible to assume that the Eccles-

place-names were coined as a unit “generic (*egles) + specific (saint’s

name; or adjective, in the case of Eglesnamin)"

.

By examining the saints names attached to these Eccles-names, it

is therefore possible to suggest an approximate date for their

formation. Two of the Eccles-names contain the saint’s name Nechtan

or Nathalan: Abersnithock, Monymusk ABD, 15
and Eglismonichto

19
Not included here are those place-names which have *egles, or Gaelic eaglais, as

a specific or qualifying element. They seem to form a separate, and generally later,

grouping, but await further study. Examples are: Auchenheglish t, Bonhill DNB (see

MacKinlay, The Pre-Reformation Church and Scottish Place-Names (Edinburgh,

1904), 66-7); the three lost Fife place-names *Baleccles t. ? Dunino (Bale eccles

c. 1220); Dunnahaglis t, Cults (Dwnyhaggillis 1540; Dunyhaggillis 1546;

Dunnahaglis 1588); Pittenchagill t. Markinch (Petthechelac

”

1224; Pettinhaglis

1511; Pittinhagillis 1609); Knockinhaglish, Drymen STL also Gleneagles PER
{Glenelgi 1366; Glennegas 1463, 1482, 1485, 1508 etc.; Glenegess 1539; Glenegles

1685), if it is indeed *egles/eaglais: for an alternative interpretation, see A. Watson
The Ochils: Placenames, History, Tradition (Perth, 1995), 62. Note also Shanacles,

Kilmaronock DNB (Scheneglace 1498), where we must be dealing with the Gaelic

generic eaglais (but influenced by a substrate *egles?), preceded by the Gaelic

adjective sean “old”.
13

In contrast to the picture Barrow presents in Scotland, he notes an important

correlation between £cc/es-place-names and centres of administration of large secular

units such as shires or hundreds in both England and Berwickshire (Kingdom of the

Scots (London, 1973), 26-7, 30).
14

Barrow, ‘The Childhood”, 7.

“The farm is now called Braehead [of Monymusk] and the site of the chapel there

is easily identified” (W. Alexander, Place-Names ofAberdeenshire (Aberdeen, 1952),
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near Monifeith ANG. The saint of Abersnithock can be identified

with some confidence with the Nathalan who died in 679, and whose
name is associated with the important early religious centre of Tullich

near Ballater.
16

This gives us the late seventh century as an earliest

possible date for the coining of this place-name, and probably for that

of Eglismonichto, Monifeith, as well.

There exists also a plausible candidate for the saint Riagal,

Latinised as Regulus, whose name appears in Ecclesreul, the site of a

medieval chapel in the parish of St Cyrus KCD. The Riaghal in

question is most likely to be Riagal of Bangor, an important early

monastery near Belfast. Riagal flourished around 700. To him is

attributed a poem on the battle of Dunnichen near Forfar, at which the

Piets decisively defeated the Angles in 685, and he may well be the

saint who was first culted at St Andrews in Fife, not eclipsed by

Andrew until the eleventh century. If he is the saint commemorated in

Ecclesreul, then we have an earliest possible date for the formation of

this place-name very similar to that for Abersnithock (and

Eglismonichto ), that is around 700.

Abersnithock and Eglismonichto, given the likely Pictish

linguistic and ecclesiastical context of the place-name, would appear

to contain the Pictish first person singular possessive adjective *mo
“my”, and to be used as the Gaelic mo (‘my”) as a kind of

personalised honorific in addressing a saint, equivalent simply to

Scots sanct, English “saint” put before a saint’s name. It is found in a

Gaelic context in, for example, Inchmahome, Kilmahog and

Kilmadock. In Clashbenny and Eglisdisdane t is to be found the

Pictish second person equivalent *do “thy”, used in the same way.

However, since the forms mo and do are identical with Gaelic, it may

be that they are indeed Gaelic: either re-formed in Gaelic mould

136. The ruins of a small church surrounded by a large enclosure which appears once

to have been a graveyard are still clearly visible between Braehead and Dalbraidie,

NGR NJ685172.
16

See A.O. Anderson, Early Sources for Scottish History 500 to 1286, 2 vols.

(Edinburgh 1922; reprinted with preface, bibliographical supplement and corrections

by M.O. Anderson, Stamford 1990), i 185-6. See also T.O. Clancy, “Deer and the

early church in the North-East”, in Studies in the Book of Deer, ed. K. Forsyth

(forthcoming). I am grateful to Dr Clancy for showing me a pre-publication copy of

this paper.
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during the period of bilingualism in the late ninth and tenth century;

or borrowed by the Piets in this specialised ecclesiastical context,

since Old Irish (Gaelic) must have been regarded as a kind of church-

language at the height of Columban influence in Pictland in the

seventh century.

Finally, Barrow suggests that the now lost place-name near Forfar,

Egglespether (“Peter’s church”) represented the church built by

Northumbrian masons for the Pictish king Naiton
17

(706-24 and 728-

9).
18

This early eighth-century date accords well with those Eccles-

names already mentioned in which the saint contained in the second

or specific element seems to have flourished around 700. All this is a

far cry from a fifth-century mission to Pictland, Ninianic or otherwise.

ANNAID
This is another important early ecclesiastical place-name element.

Annaid, often appearing in place-names as Annat or Annet, is from an

Old Irish word, probably deriving from Latin antiquitas “age,

antiquity”, and meaning “mother-church”. It has been the subject of

two important articles, one published in 1973 by Aidan MacDonald,
and one in 1995 by Thomas Clancy (see Appendix 1 for details).

Clancy defines annaid as

“a flexible technical term for a church in a superior

relationship to others, possessing the relics of the patron saint,

entitled to a share of pastoral dues, and having a responsibility

for the maintenance of subordinate churches and for the

provision of pastoral care”.
19

One thing bothered MacDonald: despite the fact that it signified
such an important religious site, many Annat-names were in places
of no particular importance”. He therefore postulated that it meant
old church site

, one abandoned during the political upheavals of the
ninth and tenth centuries, occasioned chiefly by Scandinavian

lg
'
s Pictish lorm of his name; the Gaelic form of his name is Nechtan.

Barrow, “The Childhood”, 8. For the suggestion that Egglespether may be

fQ
b-le

r°
ANG

’ see N - Atkinson and D. Henry Aberlemno to Glamis (Balgavies,
1997 ), 8 -9 .

19
Clancy “Annat in Scotland”, 101.
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incursions. Clancy, on the other hand, does not think we need assume
the social dislocation envisaged by MacDonald. He points out that

certain of the Annaf-names could simply indicate that the place in

question had some fiscal or tenurial connection with the local centre

of pastoral care, the annaid. Thus an Annat-place-name does not

necessarily imply the site of an early church, although it does mean
that one existed in the wider vicinity.

Regarding the three important early place-name elements discussed

above, all of which mean “place of Christian worship, church”, we are

not yet in a position to say how they relate to each other, in status,

origin, or time. Spatially *egles is the one which is most confined to

the p-Celtic speaking areas of Pictland and the British kingdoms of

Strathclyde, Rheged and the Gododdin. Although both cill- and

annaid-names were coined by Gaelic-speakers, in Pictish eastern

Scotland they, too, probably date to the period before Gaelic became

the dominant language, that is before the ninth century, another sign

of the importance of Gaelic at certain periods during the

establishment of the church in Pictland. A study of the parish of

Kilmadock in Menteith PER, in which are to be found place-names

containing all three of these elements, might help throw light on these

relationships .

20

LANN
There is another element which may indicate “church” but which has

hitherto received very little attention. Its modern Gaelic form is lann,

Old Irish land, and its basic meaning is “land, ground”. However, it

could also mean “field, enclosed piece of ground”. It is found with

this secular meaning in Scotland: in second position in for example

Falkland and Conlane, both in Falkland parish (formerly Kilgour

parish) FIF, and Echline, Dalmeny parish WLOf 1

and in first position

20
Kilmadock itself; the farm of Annet c. three kilometres to the north of the site of

the medieval parish kirk, on the Annet Burn, which links the two sites; and the now

lost Eglisdisdane f, which lay somewhere near the north-east boundary of the parish.

21
These can be compared to the early compounds in Ireland such as Muclann (pig-

land/-field) and Eachlann (horse-land/-field), which latter gives Aghlin Co. Leitrim as

well as the Scottish Echline (see Watson, Celtic Place-Names, 147). Conlane

(Condlane 1454; Condlane 1466) seems to contain Gaelic cu “dog”. The first element

of Falkland is obscure (Falkland 1 128; Falecklen c. 1 160; Falkeland 1267).
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in Lynchat, Alvie parish LNV and probably in Longmom (landa

Morgund 1226), Elgin parish MOR. 22
The development of the Welsh

cognate llan into the standard place-name indicator for a church arose

from the fact that early graveyards, with or without a church, were

surrounded by an enclosure.
23

In Ireland it is found as a first element

in a handful of place-names, in all of which it means “church” or

“monastery”. The strong north-eastern bias of their distribution in

Ireland, and their exclusively ecclesiastical context, has led the Irish

place-name scholar Dierdre Flanagan to suggest direct Welsh

influence on these place-name formations, the earliest of which can be

dated to c.600 AD.
24

The evidence for an explicitly ecclesiastical meaning of lann as

the first element in Scottish place-names is less overwhelming than in

Wales or Ireland, but is nevertheless worthy of consideration. It

consists chiefly in the fact that eight medieval parishes contain lann

as their first or generic element. The second or specific element of

many of these is obscure, and none can be confidently identified with

the name of a saint, in stark contrast to many of the C///-names.
25

It is

their function , as medieval parochial centres, coupled with the overtly

ecclesiastical usage of lann or its cognate elsewhere in Ireland and

Wales, that suggests to me that we are dealing with a similar usage in

early medieval Scotland. In addition to the parish-names, there are

two Lann -names which probably contain the name of a saint viz

Lumphinnans FIF and Lungyrg KCD.
The distribution map (Fig. 1) of all the Lann-names which I have

identified as church-related, and which I have listed in Appendix 4,

For Lynchat “wildcats’ field”, see Watson, Celtic Place-Names, 286; there is no
doubt that lann is the first element of Longmom; what is less clear is whether it is

being used in a secular or an ecclesiastical sense.
23

See T. James
, Place-name Distributions and Field Archaeology in South-west

Wales”, in The Uses of Place-Names, ed. S. Taylor (Edinburgh, 1998), 1 1 1-14.

D. and L. Flanagan, Irish Place Names (Dublin, 1994), 104-5. The earliest of the
Irish Lann-names is Lynally (Lann Eala), Co. Offaly, founded by Colman Eala, who
died in 610. For a full survey of the use of lann and its compounds in Ireland, see L.
Mac Mathuna, “Observations of Irish lann ‘(piece of) land; (church) building’ and
compounds”, £riu 48 (1997), 153-60.

Lumphanan, which is traditionally associated with St Finian, may be an
exception to this statement, but see Appendix 4 s.n..
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shows them confined to Pictish territory. This, coupled with the

generally obscure second or specific elements, probably means that

most of these names were coined in the Pictish period, and the use of

lann in the sense of church or chapel was a Pictish feature, which had

a local effect on eastern Scottish Gaelic, but not strong enough to be

exported into Lothian and Strathclyde with the expansion of Gaelic

Scotland or Alba from the tenth century. Thus lann may well

represent, along with *egles, another piece of evidence for a

flourishing Pictish church with its own ecclesiastical vocabulary.

The 55 church-related elements listed in Appendix 1 make it clear that

a paper such as this cannot hope to do justice to the rich stratum of

Scottish ecclesiastical place-names. I have simply focused on a few

elements which appear to be fundamental to the establishment of a

Christian pastoral infrastructure in Scotland. I hope, too, that I have

pulled together some of the many threads of valuable work already

done by a range of scholars, as well as pointing the way ahead for

future research. Our place-names are a unique cultural and historical

record which still have much to tell us about our past, both secular

and religious.
26

University of St Andrews

APPENDIX 1

Church-Related Words In Scottish Place-Names

Examples of each are given. For references, see Appendix 2. Assume

an element is Scottish Gaelic [G], unless otherwise stated.

ab “abbot” (MacKinlay, 1904 see index) Milnab, Crieff PER

abbey [Scots] Abbeyhill, Edinburgh MLO
abbot [Scots] (MacKinlay, 1904 see index) Abbotsinch RNF

aifreann “mass; gift to the church” (Watson, 1926, 254-56, 269, 472-

3) Inchaffray PER

26
I would like to express my thanks to Dr Thomas Clancy, for his comments on an

earlier draft of this paper; to Dr Roibeard 6 Maolalaigh and Mr Peadar Morgan lor

important contributions to Appendix 4; and to Mr Jim Renny for the map. All

mistakes are my responsibility. I would also thank the Anderson Research Fellowship

and the St Andrews Scottish Studies Institute for supporting me during the writing of

this paper.
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aithreach “repentance” (Watson, 1926, 269) Clachnaharry (Clach na

h-Aithrighe) by Inverness INV

annaidUAnnat (Watson, 1926, 250-54; MacDonald, 1973; Clancy,

1995) Annathill LAN
apainn “church land” (Watson, 1926, 124; Barrow, 1989, 76-7)

Appin ARG, Abdie FIF

bachall “saint’s staff’ (Watson, 1926, 266-67
;
Taylor, 1994, 5-6)

Pitbauchlie, Dunfermline FIF

beannachd “blessing; place blessed by a saint” (Watson, 1926, 263-

64) Bendochy PER, Cairnbanno, New Deer ABD
both [G; also bod Cumbric, ?Pictish] “church” (Taylor, 1996)

Bonhill DNB, Balquhidder PER, Baldernock STL, Balfron STL
caibel “chapel” - see seipeil.

cailleach “nun” (Watson, 1926, 267, 302) Inchcailloch, Buchanan

STL
canon [Scots] (MacKinlay, 1904 see index) Canongate, Canonmills,

Edinburgh MLO (canons of Holyrood)

chapel [Scots] (MacKinlay, 1904 see index); see also seipeil.

Chapelton ABD, DNB, KCD etc

cill “church” (Nicolaisen, 1976; Taylor, 1996) Kilpatrick DNB
clachan “kirkton” (MacDonald, 1987) Gleann a’ Chlachain near

Kirkton of Strath Fillan, Killin PER
clag “church bell” (Barrow, 1989, 77) Pitlug f, Monimail FIF
cleireach “cleric” (Watson, 1926, 267) Pittencleroch, Fowlis

Wester PER
comraich “sanctuary” (Watson, 1926, 259) A’Chomraich

(Applecross) ROS, Cumrie, Cairnie ABD
dedradh “dewar, custodian of a holy relic” (Watson, 1926, 264-6)

Glenjorrie WIG
diseart “hermitage” (Watson, 1926, 256-7) Dysart FIF, Dysart,

Maryton (by Montrose) ANG
eaglais “church” [see also *egles] (Watson, 1926, 267) Amat na h-

Eaglaise, Kincardine ROS
*egles [Cumbric] “church” (Barrow, 1983) Eccles BWK,

Ecclefechan DMF
*egles [Pictish] “church” (Barrow, 1983) Inglismaldie KCD,

Exmagirdle PER
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easbuig “bishop” Bohespic, Blair Atholl PER
ferleighinn “monastic school-teacher” (Watson, 1926, 267; Barrow,

1989, 78) *Pitferlan t ABD, ? Fervenshyre t, Abernethy PER
(see Barrow, 1989, 78)

friar/frere [Scots] “friar, monk, canon” (MacKinlay, 1904 - see index)

Friarton FIF, PER
girth [Scots] “sanctuary”

grange [Scots] “monastic farm” (MacKinlay, 1904, 267)

Grangemouth STL (a burn-name derived from a grange belonging

to Newbattle Abbey)

iobairt “offering” (Watson, 1926, 254) Ibert, Killeam STL
kirk [Scots, kirkja Scand.] (Nicolaisen, 1976 108-111) Kirkoswald

AYR
lann [G, Pictish] “enclosure, church” (see above pp.8-10 and

Appendix 4) Lumphanan ABD
leobhair “book” i.e. Gospel (Watson, 1926, 267-8; Taylor 1994)

Pitliver, Dunfermline FIF

manach “monk” (Watson, 1904, lxii; 1926, 153-4, 182, 203)

Romanno PEB
manachainn “monastery” (Watson, 1904, lxvi) Manachainn ‘ic

Shimidh is G for Beauly Priory INV
neimheadh “nemeton

;
church-land” (Watson, 1926, 244-49; Barrow,

1998 & 1998a) Navity FIF

nun [Scots] (MacKinlay, 1904, 249, 253-6) Nunraw ELO
papi [Scand.] “(Celtic-speaking) priest” (MacDonald, 1977 & 1977a)

Papa Stour SHE, Papay ORK
peanas “penance” (Watson, 1926, 269) Clach a’ Pheanais

“penance stone”, Colinsay ARG
prior [Scots] (MacKinlay, 1904, see index) Priorletham, Cameron

FIF

reilig “cemetery” (Watson, 1926, 258) Ruilick, Kilmorack INV

ruam “cemetery” literally “Rome” (Watson, 1926, 257-58) Rome,

Menmuir ANG
sagart “priest” (Watson, 1926, 267) Bassaguard, St Andrews FIF,

Pittentagart ABD
serin “shrine” Scryne, Panbride ANG & Kilmany FIF

12



Drumchapelseipeil (also caibel) “chapel” (Watson, 1904, lxvi)

DNB
sen “blessing” (Watson, 1926, 268-69) > seanta “hallowed” Shiant

Isles (in the Minch) ROS
soisgeul “gospel” (Watson, 1926, 268) Pittoscal f ,

Kettle FIF,

Bantaskin, Falkirk STL
spittal [Scots] (MacKinlay, 1904 see index) Spital of Glenshee PER
suidhe “seat”, often applied to a place where a saint allegedly sat in

contemplation; sometimes combined with the name of a saint

(Watson, 1926, 260-63) Suie, Killin PER
taigh “(religious) house” Techmuiry ABD (“of Mary”)

teagar (Watson, 1926, 259-60) “shelter, protection” (G teagair vb.

“protect, shelter, collect, provide”) Tegarmuchd, Dull PER
teampull “church” (especially in the Western Isles - Watson, 1904,

lxv) Teampull Chomhghain, Skye INV
tearmann “sanctuary” (Watson, 1926, 259) Achynaterman t,

Newhills ABD, Tillytarmont, Cairnie ABD, Drummietermont,

Dunnichen ANG
temple [Scots] often in combination with “land” etc., referring to

possession by the Knights Templars (and Knights Hospitallers of

St John) Temple MLO; Templelands various.

vicar [G, Scots] (MacKinlay, 1904, 275-6 and index) Arnvicar,

Port of Menteith PER, Vicar’s Bridge, Muckart PER

APPENDIX 2

A list of some important writings on place-names and the medieval
church in Scotland, many, but not all, of which are referred to in the
article.

Barrow, G.W.S. 1983, “The Childhood of Scottish Christianity: a
Note on Some Place-Name Evidence”, Scottish Studies

, 27, 1-15.

’

Barrow, G.W.S. 1989, “The Lost Gdidhealtachd”, in Gaelic and
Scotland, ed. W.Gillies (Edinburgh), 67-88 [also in Barrow, G.W.S.
1992, Scotland and its Neighbours in the Middle Ages (London), 105-
26].

Barrow, G.W.S. 1989a, “Badenoch and Strathspey, 1130-1312: The
Church”, Northern Scotland, 9, 1-16.
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Barrow, G.W.S. 1992, Scotland and its Neighbours in the Middle
Ages (London).

Barrow, G.W.S. 1998, “The Uses of Place-names and Scottish history

-pointers and pitfalls”, in The Uses of Place-Names, ed. S. Taylor

(Edinburgh).

Barrow, G.W.S. 1998a, “Religion in Scotland on the eve of

Christianity” in Forschungen zur Reichs-, Papst- und
Landesgeschichte, edd. K. Borchardt and E. Bunz, Part 1 (Stuttgart),

25-32 [a study of nemeron-place-names in Scotland].

Brooke, D. 1983 “Kirk-Compound Place-Names in Galloway and

Carrick”, Transactions of the Dumfries and Galloway Natural History

and Antiquarian Society, 58, 56-71.

Clancy, T.O. 1995,
“
Annat in Scotland and the Origins of the Parish”,

Innes Review, 46, 91-115.

Flanagan, D. 1969, “Ecclesiastical Nomenclature in Irish Texts and

Place-Names: A Comparison”, in 10th International Congress of

Onomastic Sciences ed. H. Homung (Vienna).

Flanagan, D. 1982, “A Summary Guide to the more commonly

attested ecclesiastical elements in place-names [with special reference

to Northern Ireland]”, Bulletin of the Ulster Place-Name Society,

series 2, vol.4, 69-75.

MacDonald, A(idan) 1973, “‘Annat’ in Scotland: A Provisional

Review”, Scottish Studies, 17, 135-46.

MacDonald, A(idan) 1977, “Old Norse ‘Papar’ names in N. and W.

Scotland”, in Studies in Celtic Survival, ed. L. Laing, 107-1
1 (British

Archaeological Reports, Oxford).

MacDonald, A(idan) 1977, “On ‘Papar’ names in north and west

Scotland”, Northern Studies, 9, 25-30.

MacDonald A(idan) 1987 “Notes on Scots Clachari', Ainm (Journal

of the Ulster Place-name Society), 2, 83-95.

MacKinlay, J.M., 1904, The Pre-Reformation Church and Scottish

Place-Names (Edinburgh & London).

MacKinlay, J.M. 1910, Ancient Church Dedications in Scotland:

Scriptural (Edinburgh)

MacKinlay, J.M. 1914, Ancient Church Dedications in Scotland:

Non-scriptural (Edinburgh)
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MacQueen, J. 1956, “Kirk- and Kil- in Galloway Place-Names”,

Archivum Linguisticum, 8, 135-49.

MacQueen, J. 1973, “The Gaelic Speakers of Galloway and Carrick”,

Scottish Studies , 17, 17-33.

Nicolaisen, W.F.H. 1976, Scottish Place-Names (second impression

with additional information, London, 1979).

Redford, M. 1988, “Commemorations of Saints of the Celtic Church

in Scotland”, unpublished M.Lit. thesis, University of Edinburgh.

Taylor, S 1994 “Some Early Scottish Place-Names and Queen
Margaret”, Scottish Language, 13, 1-17.

Taylor, S. 1996, “Place-names and the Early Church in Eastern

Scotland”, in Scotland in Dark Age Britain, ed. B.E. Crawford

(Aberdeen), 93-1 10.

Taylor, S. 1997, “Seventh-century Iona abbots in Scottish place-

names”, limes Review, 48 no. 1 (Spring), 45-72.

Watson, W.J. 1904, Place-Names ofRoss and Cromarty (reprinted in

paperback 1996 by Highland Heritage Books, Evanton)

Watson, W.J. 1926, The History of the Celtic Place-Names of
Scotland (Edinburgh & London - several reprints)

APPENDIX 3

ECCLES-NAMES IN PICTLAND
For early forms of these names, and a distribution map, see Barrow
“Childhood”.

CHURCHES & CHAPELS
Abersnithock t (Eglismenythok), Monymusk ABD27

Ecclesgreig - parish, now St Cyrus KCD
Ecclesmaline f - mentioned as a church in the twelfth century,
formerly in Aberdour (detached), now in Kinghorn FIF
Eglisjhone f (now Langley Park) - medieval parish, now in Dun ANG
Eglismonichto t - chapel in Monifeith ANG
Eglisreul t - chapel in medieval parish of Ecclesgreig KCD
Exmagirdle - medieval parish, now in Dron PER

See above p.5 and footnote 15.
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CHURCH LANDS
Clashbenny (Ecclesdouenanin/Egclisbanyri), Errol PER
Egglespether f connected with Restenneth ANG28

Eglesnamin f now Hallow Hill, by St Andrews FIF

Inchmarten (Eglismarten), Aberdour FIF

Wheen (Aglismochen), Clova (now Cortachy and Clova) ANG

NO OBVIOUS CONNECTION WITH CHURCH
Eglismarten f ,

Strathmiglo FIF

Eglysdissentyn t, Kilmadock PER
Inglismaldie, Marykirk KCD

APPENDIX 4

LANN in an ecclesiastical context.

Language Note: the frequent occurrence of u in the early forms names

with this element is best explained as representing an oblique form of

lann. In the earlier language it is found both as a feminine a-stem
29

and a masculine o-stem, its attested oblique forms being laind, lainne.

However, it is possible that, by analogy with o-stem-nouns such as

crann “tree” (genitive singular cruinn, dative singular crunn) or brat

“cloak” (genitive singular broit, dative singular brot), lann developed

similar oblique forms. As a feminine a-stem, the expected dative

singular would be loinn (cf clann, dative cloinn), and it is this form

which is found frequently in place-names in the eastern Highlands,

often Anglicised as Lyn- or Lyne- (as in Lynchat, Alvie parish,

Strathspey INV).
31

Further vowel change in lann as a generic or first

element would be encouraged by the fact that it was unstressed. Note

28
See above p.7 and footnote 18.

29
As it is in modem Gaelic.

30
See R. Thumeysen, A Grammar of Old Irish (revised & enlarged edn., Dublin,

1975), §80(a) (p.50).
31

E. Dwelly, The Illustrated Gaelic-English Dictionary, (9th edn., Glasgow, 1977),

under loinn , writes: “The locative case of lann, used in place-names". In some dialects

this has in fact become a new nominative; see for example A. Watson and E. Allan,

The Place Names of Upper Deeside (Aberdeen, 1984), 105-6, in such place-names as

“An Loinn” and “An Loinn Mh6r”. I am grateful to Peadar Morgan for bringing this

to my attention.
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also the tendency for the final n of lann etc. to change to m when

immediately followed by a labial consonant, especially / e.g.

Lumphinnans, Lumphanan.

DUNLICHITY medieval parish, now Daviot and Dunlichity INV

church of Lundechi 1274

church of Lundethy c. 1280

church of Lindichty 1527

parish of Dunlichitie 1643

The second element is obscure. Note the transposition of / and d in the

early modem period.

LHANBRYD medieval parish, now St Andrews-Lhanbryd MOR
Lanemalbride 1187x1203

church of Lamnabride 1208x15

church of Lamanbride 1215

manor of; church of manor of Lamanbrid 1225

land of Lamabride c. 1280

chaplain of Lanbride c. 1350

lordship of Lambride c. 1391

The second element appears to be the personal name Maelbrigte.
32

LINDORES medieval parish, an alternative name for Abdie FDF
Lundors 1178x82

abbey at Lundors; abbey of Lundors; church of Lundors
;
mill of

the vill of Lundors c. 1 1 90

church of Lundoris and Lundors 1202

church of Lundors or Ebedy c. 1 250

The second element may be G doras “door”, in the sense of “pass”,
with reference to the important pass through the Ochils at this point.
Abdie is not referred to as the parish name until 1248.

See G.W.S. Barrow, “Badenoch and Strathspey, 1130-1312: The Church”
Northern Scotland, 9 (1989), 2 and note.
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LINTRATHEN parish ANG
church of Luntrethyn c. 1250

church of Luntrethin c. 1250

church [of] Luncrethyn 1274

The second element is obscure.

LONGANNET, Tulliallan parish FIF

(two salt-pans (salinas), one of which on the rock (in rupe

)

of)

Langannand 1586

The second element is probably G annaid “mother-church”.
33

LONGLEY t medieval parish, also called Inverugie, now called St

Fergus ABD
church of Inuirhugin c. 1210

church of Lungle c. 1250

church of Lungle 1274

Longley or Saint Fergus 1732

For the suggestion that the second element may be Gaelic gle “pure,

clear, bright”, see Clancy, “Deer and the early church” (forthcoming).

LONMAY parish ABD
church of Lu[n]me c. 1250

church of Lunmeth 1274

parsonage of Lunmey 1562

The second element is obscure. It may be from Gaelic meath “oily;

fat, rich” (Old Irish meth “rich, fruitful”). Dwelly (Dictionary , s.v.)

cites talamh meath “rich soil”.

LUMPHINNANS, Ballingry parish FIF

Lumfdan 1 242 and 1 245

Lumphenen 1393

33
See W.J. Watson, Celtic Place-Names, 25 1

.
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Lumphenane 1415

Lu[m]fennen 1437

[LJumfulan 1468

Lumfillans 1496

Lumphinnanis 1501

The second element is a personal name, either Gaelic Faolan (Fillan)

or Finnen (Finan), both famous Irish or Scoto-Irish saints.
34

LUMPHANAN parish ABD
in the lower loch of Lumfanarv, church of Lonfanan with its chapel

of Forthery belonging to the said church 1250

church of Lumfanan c. 1250

Watson (Celtic Place-Names, 286) rightly expresses doubt as to the

usual identification of the second element with the important early

Irish saint Finan. The second element must remain obscure.

LUNDEIFF medieval parish, now called Kinloch PER
church of Lundef 1 274

prebendary of Lundeif 1561

The second element may well be Gaelic daimh, genitive singular of
damh “ox”; ai is frequently realised in Scottish Gaelic as a mid vowel
(e) in a nasal environment (created here by final mh, which is often

realised as a devoiced sound similar to/).
35

LUNGYRG t, medieval parish of Catterline, now Kinneff and
Catterline KCD

all the men in the land (terra) of Kateryn [Catterline] and in the
half of Lungyrg c. 1225

34
For a full discussion of this place-name, see S. Taylor “St Faelan: the problems

of a multiple saint”, The North Sea World (provisional title), edd. T. Liszka and L
Walker (Pennsylvania, forthcoming).

I am grateful to Roibeard 6 Maolalaigh for this observation.
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Second element is the personal name Giric, the saint of Ecclesgreig/St

Cyrus KCD, thus providing a further piece of evidence for his cult

along the Kincardineshire coast. See also Watson, Celtic Place-

Names, 324.

NOTE: Sources for the early forms of place-names have been omitted

due to lack of space.
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PRE-1975 COUNTY ABBREVIATIONS
ABD Aberdeenshire

ANG Angus

ARG Argyllshire

AYR Ayrshire

BNF Banffshire

BWK Berwickshire

DMF Dumfriesshire

DNB Dunbartonshire

ELO East Lothian

FEF Fife

INV Inverness-shire

LAN Lanarkshire

KCD Kincardineshire

KNR Kinross-shire

MLO Midlothian

MOR Morayshire

ORK Orkney

PEB Peeblesshire

PER Perthshire

ROS Ross and Cromarty

SHE Shetland

STL Stirlingshire

WIG Wigtonshire

WLO West Lothian
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Church-related place-names containing larm as the first element; see

Appendix 4 for more details. The boundaries are those of the dioceses

c.1300.
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